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Solar Influence on Climate in 
Observation  and IPCC Models
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“Possible changes in the sun’s influence on climate
remains one of the most commonly raised objections
to global warming attribution and projections.”

Gray et al, 2005

References can be found on my
Website:
http://www.amath.washington.edu



The truth about global 
warming it's the Sun that's to blame.The Telegraph, UK

Hoyt and Schatten in The 
Role Of the Sun in Climate 
Change p84: “We favor the 
viewpoint that solar 
activity has been increasing
in this century in a way that
appears to fit the global
temperature record, a fit that
is perhaps better than the 
variation in carbon dioxide.”



Soon (2005):

“Solar forcing
explains well over
75% of the variance
for the decadally-
smoothed Arctic
annual-mean or
spring SATs.”



Figure TS.23



IPCC AR4 Conclusions (excerpts)IPCC AR4 Conclusions (excerpts)
1. 1. ““Warming of the climate system is Warming of the climate system is unequivocalunequivocal..””

2. 2. ““Most of the observed increased in globallyMost of the observed increased in globally--averaged averaged 
temperature temperature since the mid 20since the mid 20thth centurycentury is is very likelyvery likely due to due to 
the observed increase in anthropogenic GHG the observed increase in anthropogenic GHG 
concentrations.concentrations.””

3. 3. ““Analysis of models together with constraints from Analysis of models together with constraints from 
observations suggest that the equilibrium climate observations suggest that the equilibrium climate 
sensitivity is sensitivity is likelylikely to be in the to be in the range of 2 C to 4.5 Crange of 2 C to 4.5 C…… It is It is 
very unlikelyvery unlikely to be less than 1.5 Cto be less than 1.5 C””

4.4.““The estimated direct The estimated direct radiativeradiative forcing due to changes in forcing due to changes in 
solar output since 1750 is +0.12[0.06 to 0.3] Wmsolar output since 1750 is +0.12[0.06 to 0.3] Wm--22, which , which 
is less than half of the estimate given in the TAR, is less than half of the estimate given in the TAR, with a low with a low 
level of scientific understanding.level of scientific understanding.””



Little Ice Age



Past reports of solarPast reports of solar--weather weather 
connectionconnection

�� PittockPittock (1978) reviewed many such reports. None can be shown to be real(1978) reviewed many such reports. None can be shown to be real..

�� 1600s, cold temperatures were associated with sunspots.1600s, cold temperatures were associated with sunspots.
�� 1676, Robert Hook arrived at opposite conclusion.1676, Robert Hook arrived at opposite conclusion.
�� 1801, Sir William Herschel noted that high wheat prices occur wh1801, Sir William Herschel noted that high wheat prices occur when en 

sunspots are few, and concluded that lower solar activity means sunspots are few, and concluded that lower solar activity means less light less light 
and therefore less wheatand therefore less wheat……..

�� 1870s, 20 papers on rainfall: when sunspots are numerous, rainfa1870s, 20 papers on rainfall: when sunspots are numerous, rainfall is more ll is more 
plentiful, and vice versa.plentiful, and vice versa.

�� 1882, Balfour Stewart noted an 111882, Balfour Stewart noted an 11--year cycle in Nile River flow.year cycle in Nile River flow.
�� 1889, D. E. Hutchins claimed an 111889, D. E. Hutchins claimed an 11--year solar cycle in African droughtsyear solar cycle in African droughts
�� 1987, Robert Currie examined drought records from China, North A1987, Robert Currie examined drought records from China, North America merica 

and South America, and found 118 locations (61% of those examineand South America, and found 118 locations (61% of those examined) had d) had 
1010--11 year cycles11 year cycles……..

�� Hoyt and Hoyt and SchattenSchatten (1997): (1997): “…“…the field nearly died.  After this brief hiatus, a the field nearly died.  After this brief hiatus, a 
steady increase in the number of sun/climate studies has appearesteady increase in the number of sun/climate studies has appeared in the d in the 
twentieth century.  Unfortunately, none of these new studies is twentieth century.  Unfortunately, none of these new studies is definitive in definitive in 
either proving or disproving the sun/climate connection.either proving or disproving the sun/climate connection.””



Reasons for the past difficulties with observational Reasons for the past difficulties with observational 
analysis and modeling of solaranalysis and modeling of solar--cycle responsecycle response

�� Regional Regional vsvs global responseglobal response

�� Lack of statistical testsLack of statistical tests

�� Using energyUsing energy--balance models and get weak response balance models and get weak response 
(0.03(0.03--0.06 K)0.06 K)

�� Using General Circulation Models (Using General Circulation Models (GCMsGCMs) with fixed sea) with fixed sea--
surface temperature (SST) and get weak responsesurface temperature (SST) and get weak response

�� Still thinking that the mechanism is through stratosphere Still thinking that the mechanism is through stratosphere 
ozoneozone--UV interaction, or is more exotic (cosmic rays, UV interaction, or is more exotic (cosmic rays, 
atmospheric electricity, etc).  This thinking affects the atmospheric electricity, etc).  This thinking affects the 
design of model experiments. design of model experiments. 

Turns out that IPCC AR4 coupled atmosphereTurns out that IPCC AR4 coupled atmosphere--ocean ocean GCMsGCMs are are 
adequate for studying solar cycleadequate for studying solar cycle--climate interaction, even climate interaction, even 
though they do not have much of a stratosphere or though they do not have much of a stratosphere or 
interactive ozone.interactive ozone. They incorporate climate feedback They incorporate climate feedback 
processes such as waterprocesses such as water--vapor, vapor, albedoalbedo and cloud feedbacks.and cloud feedbacks.



MechanismsMechanisms

�� In the most recent review of Gray, In the most recent review of Gray, HaighHaighand Harrison (2005), and Harrison (2005), 
a threea three--page long table of various mechanisms were listed, page long table of various mechanisms were listed, 
involving e.g. ozone UV absorption in the stratosphere involving e.g. ozone UV absorption in the stratosphere 
affecting the troposphere or cosmic rays affecting clouds or affecting the troposphere or cosmic rays affecting clouds or 
atmospheric electricity and storms.atmospheric electricity and storms.

�� None could be shown to work, to yield a detectable signal at None could be shown to work, to yield a detectable signal at 
the surface, although no one tried putting them all together in the surface, although no one tried putting them all together in a a 
model.model.

�� It nevertheless succeeded in giving the modelers an inferiority It nevertheless succeeded in giving the modelers an inferiority 
complex, since their complex, since their GCMsGCMsdo not have a credible stratosphere do not have a credible stratosphere 
or cosmic ray forcing, and or cosmic ray forcing, and ““ soso”” they couldnthey couldn’’ t possibly produce t possibly produce 
solarsolar--cycle responsecycle response……....









Possible.Changes in stratospheric temperature and circulation penetrate 
downwards into the troposphere.

Not contentious. 
Recent analyses have 
confirmed anomalies 
in zonal wind and 
EP-fluxes in both 
winter hemispheres

Both direct TSI changes and indirect UV effects result in 
temperature changes in equatorial upper stratospheric zonal wind
anomalies.  This influences winter planetary wave propagation.
Changes in stratospheric planetary wave propagation in winter 
influence frequency of stratospheric sudden warmings and thus 
transfer solar signal from upper equatorial stratosphere to winter 
polar lower stratosphere. Changes in planetary wave activity 
associated with changes in sudden warming frequency also cause 
changes in global meridional circulation strength.  This is a 
mechanism for solar cycle influence to reach equatorial lower 
stratosphere and summer hemisphere.

Indirect UV Effect through Middle Atmosphere Dynamics

Well established.Changes in UV (of a few percent) will lead to a response in 
stratospheric ozone and hence temperature.

Direct UV Effects

Contentious.  One 
GCM experiment 
purports to show this

Spatially inhomogeneous heating of the surface, due to variations in 
cloud cover, produces horizontal temperature gradients which 
feedback on cloudiness through changes in circulation.

CommentsDirect TSI Changes



Find clues from observationFind clues from observation

�� Coughlin and Tung (2004): EMD on NCEP dataCoughlin and Tung (2004): EMD on NCEP data

�� Camp and Tung (2007):CMD on NCEP dataCamp and Tung (2007):CMD on NCEP data

�� Tung and Camp (2008): LDA on NCEP and ERATung and Camp (2008): LDA on NCEP and ERA--40 data40 data

�� Tung, Zhou and Camp (2008): CMD and LDA on NCEP, Tung, Zhou and Camp (2008): CMD and LDA on NCEP, 
ERAERA--40, GISS, HadCRUT3, NCDC.40, GISS, HadCRUT3, NCDC.



---:solar constant

---:global mean, annual mean surface temp



SpatialSpatial--time analysistime analysis——taking advantage of taking advantage of 
the spatial pattern associated with the solar the spatial pattern associated with the solar 

cycle responsecycle response
�� CMD Projection method; Camp and Tung (2007, GRL): CMD Projection method; Camp and Tung (2007, GRL): 

Objectively determine the spatial pattern by composite Objectively determine the spatial pattern by composite 
mean difference of the solar max years and solar min mean difference of the solar max years and solar min 
years; then project the original data onto this spatial years; then project the original data onto this spatial 
pattern to obtain a time series.  The resulting correlation pattern to obtain a time series.  The resulting correlation 
coefficient is tested with Montecoefficient is tested with Monte--Carlo simulation.Carlo simulation.

�� LDA analysis; Schneider and Held (2001, J. Climate), LDA analysis; Schneider and Held (2001, J. Climate), 
Tung and Camp (2008, JGR). Find the optimal spatial Tung and Camp (2008, JGR). Find the optimal spatial 
weights that best separate the solar max years from weights that best separate the solar max years from 
solar min years, as measured by the separation index solar min years, as measured by the separation index R, R, 
which is the ratio of variance between solar groups which is the ratio of variance between solar groups vsvs
variance within each solar group. More difficult to variance within each solar group. More difficult to 
understand but yields almost the same spatial pattern.  understand but yields almost the same spatial pattern.  
The signal is much cleaner, with less than half the error The signal is much cleaner, with less than half the error 
bars.bars.
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(a) The zonal mean, annual mean spatial pattern obtained by subtracting the mean of the solar min years from the solar max years.
Projecting the original time series onto the spatial pattern yields the time-dependent index shown in (b).



LDA method (due to Schneider and Held (2001) in its 
present form) finds the best spatial pattern that
separates solar max years from solar min years

Polar amplification 
of warming      →
Surface air temp.

Global mean warming
δT~0.2 K               →
Correlation coef: 0.84





LDA Spatial Pattern





Composite Mean Difference
between solar max years
and solar min years for
NCEP, ERA-40, 
GISS, HadCRUT3,
NCDC





Total solar radiation varies by 0.08% from solar min to solar max, 
as detected by satellite at the top of the atmosphere. More at UV, 
uncertain at longer wavelengths.

A variation of the solar “constant” S
On 11-year time scale of about δS~1 watts m-2 . 
δQ=δS/4~0.25 watts m-2.
30% of that is reflected back to space by clouds and snow and 
surface. Ozone in the stratosphere absorbs 15%, the remaining 
absorbed near the surface. Stratospheric warming due to ozone 
absorption also warms the troposphere through downward long-wave 
flux.

Net radiative forcing is ~0.18 watts m-2 (Larkin et al, 2000).  
Response is expected to be small. Can we detect it?

Hoyt and Schatten p99: “From an energy standpoint, a factor of 
at least 10 is missing in known solar variations that would 
produce the observed climate fluctuations. Many meteorologists 
and climatologists remain skeptical about whether solar activity
variations are significant at all.”

Some numbers:



““Back of envelope calculationBack of envelope calculation””
for solar cycle forcing of RF=0.18 Wmfor solar cycle forcing of RF=0.18 Wm--22

balancing RF by balancing RF by radiativeradiative cooling~cooling~BBδδTT

[ (1 ) / ] / 0.18/1.9 0.1T Q B RF B Kδ δ α⋅ − =: : :

“Phenomenological Model”:

[ (1 ) / ] 0.1 .

Where does the climate gain factor  come from?

T f Q B f K

f

δ δ α⋅ −: :



TimeTime--dependent Held & dependent Held & SuaresSuares climate climate 
model with dynamical transport (annually model with dynamical transport (annually 

averaged)averaged)

( )(1 ( )) ( ) (  )

eat capacity of the lower atmosphere and upper few meters of ocean
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PerPertturbation Equationurbation Equation
small perturbation, linear responsesmall perturbation, linear response
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Feedback processesFeedback processes

�� gg11: water: water--vapor feedback: more water vapor in vapor feedback: more water vapor in 

the upper troposphere more greenhouse effect.the upper troposphere more greenhouse effect.

�� gg22: : iceice--snow snow albedoalbedo feedback: less ice/snow feedback: less ice/snow 

cover, lower cover, lower albedoalbedo, earth absorbs more heat., earth absorbs more heat.

�� cloud feedback: more convection more clouds, cloud feedback: more convection more clouds, 

traps more heat or reflects more to space.traps more heat or reflects more to space. Has Has 

effect in both effect in both gg’’s.s.

�� These feedback processes are wellThese feedback processes are well--known and known and 

intensely studied in global warming research, but intensely studied in global warming research, but 

often neglectedoften neglected in solar response research.in solar response research.



For the 11-year solar cycle, the heat flux into the ocean

is diffusive and does not reach the main thermocline

(White et al, 1997);the mixed layer thus appears to 

be semi-infinite. Ocean response to sol

2

2

ar cycle :

( ) (0)exp{ },  z increasing with ocean depth.

,  

where D~1.0 cm / s, typical ocean diffusivity.

So the energy balance is (dropping overbars):
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Solar cycle and Global WarmingSolar cycle and Global Warming
�� RadiativeRadiativeforcing from forcing from 

solarsolar--min to solarmin to solar--max:max:

~0.1~0.188 watts mwatts m--22..

�� pperiodiceriodicwarmingwarming
~0.~0.1818KK

�� Transient (periodic) Transient (periodic) 
climate sensitivityclimate sensitivity::

  λ =δλ =δT/T/δδRF~1 K/(WmRF~1 K/(Wm--22))
  Equilibrium:Equilibrium:

  λ =λ =δδT/T/δδRF~1.5 K/(WmRF~1.5 K/(Wm--2)2)

�� RadiativeRadiativeforcing forforcing for 2x2x
COCO22~3.7 watts m~3.7 watts m--2, 2, 

20 times larger.20 times larger.

�� ΤΤransient Climate ransient Climate 
Response (TCR) and Response (TCR) and EquiEqui. . 
Climate Climate Sensitivity (ECS)Sensitivity (ECS)

My estimate: ~3.7 K for TCRMy estimate: ~3.7 K for TCR

and ~6 K for ECSand ~6 K for ECS

Current model range: Current model range: 

2 K2 K--4.5 K for ECS; 4.5 K for ECS; 

1.2 K1.2 K--2.6 K for TCR.2.6 K for TCR.



Solar influence of climate change: Solar influence of climate change: 
Is it in the IPCC AR4 models?Is it in the IPCC AR4 models?



SolarSolar --cycle warming in IPCC cycle warming in IPCC 
modelsmodels

KaKa--Kit Tung Kit Tung §§§§§§§§, Man, Man--WaiWai YauYau ¶¶¶¶¶¶¶¶, King, King --Fai Fai 
Li Li ††, Run, Run --Lie Lie ShiaShia ††, Frank Li, Frank Li ££, Duane , Duane 
E. E. WaliserWaliser ££, Yuk L. , Yuk L. YuYung ng ††

§§§§§§§§ Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Department of Applied Mathematics, University of 
Washington, Washington, SeatleSeatle , USA, USA
¶¶¶¶¶¶¶¶ Department of Physics, The Chinese University of Department of Physics, The Chinese University of 
Hong Kong, Hong Kong, ShatinShatin , Hong Kong, Hong Kong
†† Division of Geological and Planetary Sciences, Division of Geological and Planetary Sciences, 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, 
USAUSA
££ Science Team, NASAScience Team, NASA ’’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, 
USAUSA



22 IPCC AR4 GCMs, 11 with solar forcing, 11 without solar forcing



Observed Fourier spectrum

GCM spectrum�

FFT of global mean annual mean surface temperature 
1950-1999

vs the FFT of solar index (TSI) in magenta.



Observed Fourier spectrum

GCM spectrum�

FFT of global mean annual mean surface temperature 
1960-1999

vs the FFT of TSI for the same period (in magenta)



Solar induced warmingSolar induced warming

4.4.““The estimated direct The estimated direct radiativeradiative forcing due to changes in forcing due to changes in 
solar output since 1750 is +0.12[0.06 to 0.3] Wmsolar output since 1750 is +0.12[0.06 to 0.3] Wm--22, which , which 
is less than half of the estimate given in the TAR, is less than half of the estimate given in the TAR, with a low with a low 
level of scientific understanding.level of scientific understanding.””

If calibrated against response to solar cycle, the longerIf calibrated against response to solar cycle, the longer--term term 
(equilibrium response) to (equilibrium response) to 

RF=0.12 WmRF=0.12 Wm--22 is approximately is approximately δδT~0.18 K globally averaged.T~0.18 K globally averaged.
while the upper bound RF=0.3 Wmwhile the upper bound RF=0.3 Wm--2 2 should yield should yield δδT~0.45 K globally T~0.45 K globally 

averaged.  Arctic warming is ~3x higher.averaged.  Arctic warming is ~3x higher.
Not negligible, but is probably what is needed to explain the waNot negligible, but is probably what is needed to explain the warming rming 

prior to mid 20prior to mid 20thth century.century.
More research is needed to narrow the solar RF range.More research is needed to narrow the solar RF range.

Solar forcing cannot explain the peak in warming in 1940, becausSolar forcing cannot explain the peak in warming in 1940, because the e the 
solar forcing peaked a decade later.solar forcing peaked a decade later.



Figure TS.23



R. T.  Sutton et al.,  Science  309, 115 -118 (2005 )    

(A) Index of the AMO, 1871 to 2003



Figure 3.5



SummarySummary
�� Observational analysis, theory, model analysis all point to the Observational analysis, theory, model analysis all point to the existence of a existence of a 

solar cycle response at the surface.  Established statistical sisolar cycle response at the surface.  Established statistical significance for gnificance for 
the first time and offered an energetically consistent explanatithe first time and offered an energetically consistent explanation.on.

�� This response can be understood as arising from the direct This response can be understood as arising from the direct radiativeradiative heating heating 
of the sun amplified by positive feedback processes well studiedof the sun amplified by positive feedback processes well studied in GHG in GHG 
warming problems.warming problems.

�� The similarity of the solar and GHG responses implies that one cThe similarity of the solar and GHG responses implies that one can be used an be used 
to constrain the other, thus reducing model uncertainty.to constrain the other, thus reducing model uncertainty.
IPCC models need to be validated against this observationalIPCC models need to be validated against this observational data.  Better data.  Better 
than calibrating against volcanothan calibrating against volcano--induced coolinginduced cooling……

�� In arguing the case for anthropogenic origin of global warming, In arguing the case for anthropogenic origin of global warming, some some 
scientists in recent publications tended to dismiss solar forcinscientists in recent publications tended to dismiss solar forcing as being g as being 
negligible.  Perhaps not such a good tactic.negligible.  Perhaps not such a good tactic.



P. P. FoukalFoukal, C. , C. FrohlichFrohlich, H. , H. SpruitSpruit & M. L. & M. L. WigleyWigley, 2006, , 2006, Nature Nature 

ReviewsReviews: used Energy Balance Model:: used Energy Balance Model:

““Overall, we can find no evidence for solar luminosity Overall, we can find no evidence for solar luminosity 

variations of sufficient amplitude to drive significant climate variations of sufficient amplitude to drive significant climate 

variations on centennial, variations on centennial, millenialmillenial and even millionand even million--year year 

timescalestimescales…….Less direct Sun.Less direct Sun--climate couplings driven by the climate couplings driven by the 

SunSun’’s wells well--known variability in ultraviolet flux and in known variability in ultraviolet flux and in 

outputs of magnetized plasma might yet account for Sunoutputs of magnetized plasma might yet account for Sun--

climate correlations that defy explanation by the direct climate correlations that defy explanation by the direct 

influence of TSI variation considered hereinfluence of TSI variation considered here…”…”
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